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When in 1961, Denis Corrick was elected Chairman of the Club in place of John
Cochrane, who had moved to Lasham, the whole system of financing the Gliding
movement nation-wide was undergoing an upheaval. But in spite of this, the Club
managed to make significant progress in developing its assets over the next ten
years.
The retirement of Lord Kemsley and the sale of the Kemsley Flying Trust to
Lord Thomson in 1960 marked the end of an era for the financing of the development
of gliding in the UK50, because Lord Thomson decided to wind the trust up, though
existing loans were allowed to run their course. Two similar schemes were
launched soon after. One was the Shaw Slingsby Trust, which was set up to be
financed by the profits of Slingsby Sailplanes following the disposal of Major
Shaw's interest in the company49. This was also
financed by covenants donated by individual members of
the gliding movement; normally equivalent to seven
years of membership subscription165. The deal was that
this would buy the individual life membership of his
club. The trust made loans to various clubs,
principally for site acquisition and buildings, but
none to the Bristol Club61,176. However, in 1964 the
Treasury decided that the Trust could not continue to
have charitable status. It was not viable to
continue and consequently it was wound up67,68,71.
Members' contributions were returned to their Clubs87.
The second new loan scheme was the Private Flying Loan
Fund set up by the Society of British Aircraft
Constructors (SBAC) in conjunction with the oil
company Shell-Mex and BP in 196151. This was funded
with £100,000 and typically made 90% loans at 3½%
interest repayable over 7 years183. It had Basil Meads,
who was still administering the Kemsley Trust, as its
Secretary. It made some loans, including one to the
Bristol Club191, but although it fell foul of the same
Treasury ruling about its charitable status in 196486,87,
it was not until 1967 that it was decided to wind it
up finally by 1971109,187.
Another blow to the finances of the gliding
movement at large was in 1962 when the petrol tax
rebate183,187 which had been in operation since the late
1940s was reduced by almost a half57, and then in early
Denis Corrick
1965, the remaining 6d per gallon was removed
completely25,90. On top of that, the basic petrol duty
128
was also increased . In compensation, towards the end of 1963 the Government
extended a Sports Council grant scheme run by the Ministry of Education to cover
gliding. This scheme provided 50% grants for the purchase of new equipment and
buildings such as hangars which were directly required for the sport, but excluded
repairs and replacements. No retrospective grants were allowed, and no
applications were allowed until a minimum of two years after any previous grant14.
These conditions tended to inhibit development, as items for applications had to
cover desired developments for at least two years, and nothing could be done until
the Council had made a decision on the application. As compared with the Kemsley
Trust, the Sports Council decisions were slow and arbitrary. Also, the Kemsley
scheme spread the cost of a project more or less equally over eight years, but the
grant scheme required 50% at the outset. However, the grant did not have to be
repaid, and the temptation was to put in for as much as the Club could finance for
their 50% of the cost, which tended to stretch the Club's resources to the limit.
Another tax burden was the imposition of Selective Employment Tax in 1966, which
was levied on everyone employed by the Club108.
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To add to the general financial woes, the stock of ex-government barrage
balloon cable which the BGA had bought and had been selling cheaply to the clubs
for their winches finally ran out in 196455,92, and clubs had to buy further supplies
at commercial rates.
Site development
The three major developments in this period were the connection to mains
electricity, the provision of spring water in place of rainwater from the hangar
roof and the building of the south hangar.
Mains electricity was connected during the winter of 1961/622. The old
generator set was sold to the Bath Club in 196314 and the generator house was
converted to a barograph smoking and battery charging shed in 196733.
Spring water
The rain water supply had been a problem for a while because the 1000
gallon storage in the tanks up the hill from the hangar only supplied about two
weeks of the Club's usage3, so even short periods of drought meant that daily
visits had to be made to Stroud to fill a mobile bowser11, and these trips were very
time consuming for the resident staff, taking some two and a half hours each23.
Extra tankage was investigated but was found to be very expensive4 195. In addition,
the quality of the rain water left much to be desired176. Ted and Lucy Chubb had
recently bought a house at the bottom of the hill below the Clubhouse and this was
supplied with water from a spring59, so in 1962 the idea was suggested of pumping
water up from that. Negotiations were started that year both with the owners of
the spring and also with the owners of the land down the side of the hill for a way
leave for a pipe6. These were finally agreed by the end of 196317, though the
official way leave was not signed until August 1964. This was for ten years at
£1pa197. The work of laying the pipe and building the installations at the spring
and the clubhouse was carried out by Club members. Geoff Hearsey, whose father
worked for the Council's Works Department, arranged for the loan of stop and go
boards and other necessary equipment, and one summer weekend, drivers along the
B4066 were confronted by a bikini-clad team consisting of Thelma Barrett, Lucy
Chubb and Ann Wales armed with picks and shovels digging a trench across the
road22,176. By August 1964 the pipe had been laid down the hill to the Chubbs' house

Ted and Lucy Chubb

Nancy Duggan controlling traffic
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and a pump to deliver 60 gallons an hour at 200 psi had been sourced23. The pump
had been installed and a pump house had been built by the end of the year88. In the
meantime a start had been made to extend the pantry inside the kitchen, so that it
could support an overhead internal water storage tank85,89, with much of the work
being done by Peter Etheridge26. A catchment tank at the bottom of the hill was dug
in April 1965. A mechanical digger provided by Barry Walker was used for this, and
as the contemporary bulletin remarked, "if you thought that using that instead of
the usual pick and shovel method spoiled the fun of digging, then you could not
have been there to see it26". The plumbing was completed and the scheme was finally
in operation, with hot water at all basins in August 196527. The original rain
water system was retained for the toilets198 and in September 1966 it was decided
that a second tank was needed108 for this193, with the new tank on the toilet roof.
The tanks for this arrived in March 1967114 and the system was installed by Bentley
McLeod by that September119,121. In the summer of 1968 there was a problem with
insufficient spring water, and the Club’s off-take from the catchment tank was
raised to give the spring’s owner a 150 gallon reserve197. The pumping system had a
time switch to turn the pump on, with a pressure sensing device to turn it off
again when the tanks at the club-house were full. However, a badly defective nonreturn valve meant that frequently the water drained out of the pump, so that it
had to be primed manually for it to start working190. Consequently, if the water
ran out during the day, because someone had left a tap running for example, someone
else had to walk down the hill 300 feet below to start the pump178.

The water tank on the toilet block roof
The New Hangar
When the Club first moved to Nympsfield, there was room in the hangar for a
number of private gliders as well as the Club fleet. However, with the Tiger Moth
and the Skylark 2 being bought this was no longer possible. Also the number of
private gliders had increased. So in 1964, Ted Chubb proposed a novel design of
hangar, where gliders would be stored in long lines back to back with their tails
overlapping so that any one could be moved in or out without moving any others.
The proposal was to build it on the unused tongue of land on the south side of the
field85. With the new system of Ministry of Education grants coming into operation,
this hangar was added to the Club's wish list. Because of the requirements of the
Grant Committee it was necessary to produce professional drawings87, and Tony
Pentelow, who was at that time an electricity pylon design and test engineer,
undertook to produce them.
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Progress with the grant application was
slow, but in 1966 it was agreed that work could
start on the hangar without prejudicing the
grant for it, and by the end of that year
planning permission had been granted111. The cost
was estimated as £2205 for a 13 place building
using Club labour for the construction112, and
leases were sold with cash in advance to finance
the purchase of materials114,118. The construction
work was carried out between February 1967 and
July 1968114,133,161. Tony had not only designed and
stressed the hangar but he undertook the
sourcing of the necessary material and acted as
the clerk of works for its construction, doing a
high proportion of the work himself, having
resigned from his job. He used his old work
contacts to get the high grade steel he required
specially rolled at a discounted price, and he
borrowed drills and powered hacksaws to cut it
Tony Pentelow
to the required sizes using templates he had
constructed. The workshop was a buzz of
activity for a couple of weekends in March 1967 when this work was done. After
giving the director of a galvanising firm a glider flight, he got the steelwork
galvanised at one third cost161. Tony also used members' contacts to get other
materials at cost. For example Keith Aldridge who was a director of a wholesale
hardware company provided nuts and bolts at half price, and Chris Tudge had the
timber for the doors machined free and the concrete was obtained for a special
price161. The steel work was erected and concreted in shortly after, and the
roofing was under way during that year's competition, when many competitors lent a
hand176. After this, the work slowed down somewhat as the concrete for the door
gulleys and individual glider runways
was cast section by section, and was
stopped altogether during a cold spell
in the winter126. Making the wooden
doors started in April 1968130 and Tony
himself made or oversaw the
construction and anti-rot treatment of
all of them176. These had to be tailormade to their positions because the
hangar was on unevenly sloping ground
so that their heights varied from place
to place176. The hangar was opened for
use from 1st Aug 1968133.
Adjusting the steel work
Photo by Tom Bradbury©
The 13 slot hangar, designed for 15
and 18 metre single seat gliders, had
required 11 tons of special high tensile steel, 1800 bolts, 15 tons of asbestos
roofing, 6 tons of timber, 40 gross screws, 20 tons of concrete and 60 gallons of
paint32. It cost £2350, £145 over the initial estimate, and was financed by a
Sports Council grant of £1150 and nine ten year leases of £100, leaving the Club to
find £300160. Over the years, it has earned the Club many tens of thousands of
pounds in rent and has provided a convenient service for members. Tony was granted
a free slot and a rent free caravan site for life for the work that he did to bring
it about115, though his syndicate partners paid their share of both these rents.
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The finished hangar
Other Developments
Other developments included repainting the metal work of the north hangar in
196258. Paths round the clubhouse were improved during 1963, with gravel being laid
along the front of the clubhouse and a concrete path being put down outside the
toilet block13,15. Early in the period a removable partition was installed in the
workshop to divide it into a glider maintenance area to the north, with the field
end being reserved for vehicle maintenance. Heating and some insulation were
provided in the glider end. The bunkhouse floor was tiled in about 196314.
The wheels on the hangar doors had been
unsatisfactory from the start, and it was often
necessary to use iron crowbars as levers to
move the doors along their tracks. So at the
end of 1963, Ray Jefferies installed a lathe in
a partitioned off section of the vehicle
workshop and over the next two months machined
a complete set of new spindles and bearings for
the wheels16,63,64. This solved the problem
except when stones got trapped under the doors.
In 1963 Bob Parsons built a fine wooden
T-hangar for the Eagle syndicate, to replace
the chipboard one which Tony Gaze had had
made9, though the remains of Tony's hangar were
not removed until 1968134.
Ray Jefferies

In 1965, Barry Walker supplied urinals
for the gents93.

Larger diameter guttering was fitted to the clubhouse in 1966 and Mike Harper
built the Club's first log keepers' hut30,98.
In 1967, Barry Walker arranged for used foundry sand from Listers, the
Dursley engineering company, to be tipped on the car park, which had become rutted
and filled with large puddles in wet weather. The tipping continued throughout the
year113,114,124. For some months after this, a local family visited the site and raked
the sand to recover the pieces of cast iron which it contained176. The sand made a
great improvement, but it tended to blow about in dry weather.
The north hangar floor was tarmaced in mid 1967118 financed in part by the
Sports Council grant87,111. Up to then it had been untreated earth. And also in 1967
the Club bought Peter Scott's T-hangar for £75122.
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Flying
After the first 5 years, most of the firsts in terms of gaining
certificates had been achieved. However Derek Stowe completed the first 300km
triangle from the site in a Skylark 2 in 196155 and in the same year John Firth
completed an out and return to Edgehill in the Prefect for the first closed circuit
Silver distance1,55. This was quite an achievement as the Prefect had a claimed best
glide of only 21 to 1 at 39 knots. Other individual achievements worth noting were
Tony Gaze setting up a national record for a two-seater out and return of 170 miles
in his Eagle with Rosemary Storey in April 196153,Peter Scott becoming National
Champion by winning League 1 in the 1963 nationals11, and Jane Warter winning the
California in England Trophy in 196674. However, year by year increasing numbers of
certificates were gained and cross country miles were flown, and increasingly wave
was contacted locally26. A popular task was the 300km trip from the Berkeley Road
railway junction, a few miles west of the Club, to North Denes airfield near Great
Yarmouth for Gold distance and Diamond goal. And many retrieves for both
successful and failed attempts set out on Sunday afternoons, leading to rather
bleary-eyed appearances at work the next day. At the start of this period radios
were at best short ranged, and contact was quickly lost between pilot and crew.
Radio call-signs could be chosen freely, subject to approval, and often related to
the pilot's name or interests. For example Giles Bulmer had Woodpecker and
Strongbow for his airborne and ground radio, named after brands of his company's
cider. The normal means of communication was by phone via the Club, with crews

Tony Gaze

Rosemary Storey

John Firth

ringing back at intervals of half an hour or so, and the pilot when he had landed.
Only the most confident pilots attempted closed circuits tasks176. During
competitions crews would often congregate at AA or RAC phone boxes and make
communal calls back to control.
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The Club's training facilities were still over stretched at the start of
the period, with around 250 flying members, and some 70 of these pre-solo. With
single line winch operation much of the time, the launch rate was not high, and
there were a large number of cable breaks; around 5 to 10%163. Although the
recruitment rate was still high, the dropout rate particularly among the pre-solo
pilots was also very high; around 42%155,156 each year. Mid week evening parties
continued to be run throughout the summer months with a separate group consisting
of an instructor, a winch driver and a nominated party of 6 pre-solo pilots
operating for each of the five weekday evenings. These took over from the course
at about 6 o'clock and flew until dark5,176. The evening parties made a great
contribution to the progress of those taking part.
To relieve a shortage of instructors at
the beginning of this period, Alwyn
Sutcliffe, who was CFI and also a BGA
examiner, ran a series of weekend courses
during 1962 to train additional full cat
instructors5. The categorisation test was
administered by Ann Welch, who was then
chairman of the BGA Instructors' Panel, and
consisted of an oral test on theory lasting
around one and a half hours, and two winch
launches to check flying and instructing
ability. After the first candidate's oral
session had lasted 2 hours, another remarked
that he was bound to fail as he did not know
the answer to that many questions. In fact
all passed167.
With the sale of the last Tutor in
196153, trainee pilots were soloed on the
Prefect, but this was not considered ideal
Alwyn Sutcliffe
because it had powerful brakes, unlike the
spoilered T21 and T31. Also there was one
less step at the low end of the promotion ladder. To fill that gap a new Slingsby
Swallow was bought in 1961 apparently from Club funds bolstered by a £500 loan from
Sir Egbert Cadbury157. This was a rugged, docile, medium performance glider
suitable for early solo pilots, and was placed above the Prefect in the promotion
list.

Reception of new Swallow
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The T21 remained the mainstay of the training programme throughout the
period, but in the summer of 1962, the Slingsby T49 demonstrator was sited at the
Club for a time169 and this encouraged the Club to order one and dispose of the T31.
Until the T31 was replaced, it had been used for aerotows because the T21's
handling on tow was not good. However the T31 was not particularly pleasant
either; there was a gale blowing over both cockpits, and the aerodynamic forces
stretched the aileron circuit so that both ailerons floated up out of sight; the
aileron cables on either side of the wing supports were so slackened that only
extreme lateral stick movements had any effect. There was not even the comfort of
wearing parachutes because the cockpit design gave no space for any.
The T31 was sold to the newly formed Bath Club at the end of 19627, but it
could not be delivered until May 1963 because of the prolonged frost that winter
which left snow on the roads and fields until well into March10. The new T49 (BGA
1120) arrived at the end of July 196312 financed by an 80% loan from the SBAC
fund191. This was a side by side two-seater with considerably better performance
than the T21 and with powerful airbrakes. This made it more suitable for preparing
pupils for soloing on the Prefect. It was the only two-seater to be launched on
aerotow, and hence was used for spinning instruction for example, but it was also
routinely used on the winch as an alternative to the T21 in spite of not getting as
good a launch. A modification to lower the wheel to improve its ground handling
was incorporated in the summer of 196596. Fitting Dart type wheel brakes to limit
its ground roll was also considered but deemed too expensive at £6597.

The T49 having a daily inspection
Signalling was still normally by the single bat method, but in poor lighting
conditions members' cars were pressed into service to give light signals with their
headlights.176
Don Tapp's Kite 2, on loan to the Club, was spun in off a cable break in
February 1964 and written off171,18. The tail section was cut from the wreckage,
mounted on a board like a hunting trophy and fixed on the wall of the bar near the
fireplace181.
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The Tiger G-AODR was written
off on the 18 September 1961. On
what was intended to be a brief test
flight, the engine failed
immediately after take-off because
of water in the fuel168, and the
pilot was unable to land in the
over-shoot field or to clear the
trees beyond184. The take-off was
towards the east, and the run was
started approximately at the quarry,
not from the far west end178. The
Tiger Moth G-AODX
pilot, Peter Collier, was unhurt.
Photo by Tom Bradbury ©
It was replaced with another Tiger,
G-AODX in April 1962167,182,168. While waiting for the replacement Tony Gaze allowed
the Club to use his Auster 6A G-ARRX. Tony also supplemented the Club's aerotowing
throughout the period using his Auster, and the Club contributed £60 towards the
cost of a metal propeller for it113. He continued to help with tugging using his
Rallye Commodore 180 when he upgraded at the end of 1967.
There were a number of other
incidents involving the Tiger Moth,
though fortunately without injuries to
the pilots. In August 1964, the
propeller fell off, but Ron Lewis landed
it safely back on the field, only to
have another pilot run it into the fence
at the east end a couple of months
later85,24. In 1967 there was another
spate of accidents: in June, water
leaking into the fuel storage tank
through
a corroded breather pipe got
Tony Gaze's Auster Tugmaster G-ARRX
into the aircraft tank and caused an
engine failure, and again Ron Lewis landed it safely, though rather heavily, in a
field in the valley118. The wings were transported back to the Club in a glider
trailer and the fuselage was towed back along the road by the Landrover77. In
August it was taxied into the wall at the refuelling point120, a hazard as it had no
brakes, and in September the propeller nearly fell off
again, though again it was landed back safely121. There
was also an incident while Tim Bradbury was towing, when
after dropping the rope, instead of flying one of his
immaculate circuits, the Tiger proceeded in a highly
erratic manner. It danced down the approach, managed a
good landing and stopped with
the engine turned off. When
help arrived, Tim stuttered
"When I pulled the cable
release, the instrument panel
fell into my lap".176 So that he
had to hold up the heavy panel
with one hand while managing the
throttle, stick and trimmer with
the other.
Tim Bradbury
Photo by Tom Bradbury©

Ron Lewis
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Retrieve of the Tiger after its out landing
The Club bought a second tug, an Auster 6A Tugmaster G-ASIP in March 1967
partly financed by a Sports Council grant116,167. A spare engine was bought for it in
1968 with a £150 loan from Barry Walker135.
Tug maintenance was provided by a Licensed Engineer, Cyril Pugh, known as Pug
H, who operated at the back of the hangar. He was sometimes salaried and sometimes
self-employed121,87,135,136,143 depending on the Club's finances. When not engaged in
servicing the Club's machines he overhauled a succession of Tigers in the hangar on
his own account. A few Club members were allowed to assist, working under his
supervision.
An unusual accident occurred in June 1966, when Bunny Matthews flew a circuit
in the Prefect not realising that his airbrakes were out, and landed the glider in
the top of a tall tree close to Scott's hangar. The Prefect was almost undamaged
apart from the canopy, which he dropped. The glider was retrieved on the following
Tuesday by a crane organised by Barry Walker. The next weekend, the Swallow flew a
similar circuit with the brakes out, but caught one wing on a tree on the airfield
boundary close to the launch point and was severely damaged when it hit the
ground105,106.

Retrieving the Prefect
In early 1967, an agreement was reached with Mike Pope for the Club to use
his Dart 17 R (comp no 46)on a shared basis113.
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By 1969 there were a large number of pilots on the Swallow list, and there
was pressure to buy a second one. In spite of one member pointing out that the
existing Swallow spent most of its time in the launch queue and very little
actually flying, so that the effect of buying a second Swallow could be simulated
more cheaply by reserving a second place in the queue with a cardboard Swallow on a
stick, when a real Swallow became available from the Handley Page Gliding Club for
£450 in 1970, the Club bought it45,162. The principle of the cardboard Swallow was
demolished a few weeks later when the original Swallow was put out of action for
some months by an accident following a cable break while in the early stages of an
aerotow152,185.
Towards the end of this period, a typical Club glider instrument panel
carried an ASI, an altimeter, a dial variometer in addition to the now old
fashioned Cosim and a turn and slip. The higher performance gliders might also
have an artificial horizon and clock.

Olympia Instrument Panel
Photo by Tom Bradbury©

Courses continued much as in the previous 5 years, with visitors being put
up at the Rose and Crown in Nympsfield p
village. Lunches were provided by a
"hostess", usually a Club member. Peter Etheridge was the Course instructor for
seven years, but left in 1969 to take up a career in commercial aviation. Geoff
McBroom instructed in 1969 and Tim Bradbury in 1970. Stan Coles resigned as winch
driver at the start of the period and the winching job was undertaken by a
succession of people, mostly by Club members being employed on a temporary basis.
The course fees were generally raised each year, but in 1968 an analysis of the
costs of running the 1967 season showed that they were in fact running at a loss.
As a result, the fees were increased by 30% for 1969, which resulted in a slow down
in bookings134. However, all but the last course in October were finally filled146,
and bookings were back to normal in 1970. In 1969, Jim and Chris Smith gave up the
tenancy of the Rose and Crown and were succeeded by Mrs Wayman145,148. During this
time the Club had a high number of Country members, largely recruited from
satisfied course customers155,156,176.
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In 1961, the Club organised a September weekend rally. Socially this was
a great success, but the weather was more suited to sunbathing than to soaring and
no-one flew further than Cheltenham1,56. Next year, June Stanier organised the first
competition which the Club had run since the devolved Nationals of 1958. This was
held over two weekends in June and July3 and was given a rating in the newly
evolving pilot rating system which had been introduced by the BGA to control the
number of entrants to the Nationals54.
Director Denis Corrick with June Stanier at
an open-air briefing at the 1962 competition
Photos by Tom Bradbury ©

The 1962 competitions were followed by a similar two weekend competition in
196417, and later that year the Committee decided to run a full week's competition
in all future years65. The first of these was run by Peter Bray99, and in subsequent
years by Mike Harper, who continued to direct the Western Regionals, as they became
known, until 1975101. Our President, Sir Edbert Cadbury, donated a silver cup to be
awarded annually to the winner20. Because the rating system was biased strongly
against team entries9,21, 1963 saw the last Club entries to the Nationals9.
Henceforth Club members entered Nationals as individuals, or restricted themselves
to regional competitions, usually in privately owned gliders.

An early electronic calculator used for scoring
Photo by Tom Bradbury©
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Three additional trophies were inaugurated during the period. In 1962,
Messrs Guinness, who supplied the bar, were interested in sponsoring the Club.
After negotiations with Denis Corrick they decided to donate a cup to be awarded
annually for the best cross country flown in a Club glider, and an annual cash
award to help defray the cost of long Club glider retrieves4. The cup was
presented, but the cash award was only made in the first year. In 1963, a popular
member, Shaun de Salis, was killed in Ireland in his Turbulent ultralight aircraft.
A formation of these aeroplanes was doing a flypast at an air display, when his was
rammed from behind by a "sight seeing" light aircraft158. The collection for a
wreath among Club members was so over subscribed that it was decided to use the
excess money to buy a cup to commemorate him9,62. This was to be for the best closed
circuit flight102. In 1964, Roger Barnett, Colin Pennycuick and Ron Sandford
organised a club ladder competition with points for height gain and for cross
country distance flown, graded differently for closed circuit and open courses.

Guinness Trophy

Ladder Trophy

Shaun De Salis Trophy

Western Regionals Cup
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Any pilot could enter any flight which he had achieved, but only his six best
counted. As the results were posted up week by week, this encouraged keen
competition25. This competition was similar to one run the previous year at the
Cambridge Club. A 4 pint tankard donated by Roger Barnett became the annual
prize189. It was well subscribed each year.
The recording of Club records appears to have been discontinued during the
1960s as no mention of new records appeared in the Committee minutes or the
bulletins, in spite of the better performance gliders being flown.
With Radios becoming more prevalent and reliable, the Club rented a Pye
Cambridge radio as a base station in late 196630. The £5 a month rent was covered
by increasing syndicate annual site rents from £5 to £7100. The set was bought
outright in 1969143.
The Club's preflight check of "Can I Take Her Off Safely" was changed to the
BGA's CB-SIT-CB in 1970151,43. At about the same time, a new system to communicate
the pilot's commands for starting the launch to the signaller were introduced
because of the difficulty of hearing a voice from inside closed canopies. One
finger was held up for "Take up slack" and two for "All out"36,43.
Winches
The winch situation during the period
remained precarious, with the Heron and two-drum
requiring continual maintenance and repairs. In
the summer of 1962, Brian Mumford was employed by
the Club to build a completely new winch3. This
was designed to be simple and robust. It had a
narrow drum and cable guides to avoid the need
for the laying-on gear which had caused so much
trouble with other winches176. This came into
service in April 1963 after the Club had been
operating with a single line for some months9,
and soon after that the Heron winch was finally
pensioned off, leaving just the Mumford and twodrum in 1964172. Brian then designed and built a
lightweight vehicle for cable retrieving8. Again
this was designed to be simple and robust, and it
had no springing so as to discourage speeding.
This was known as the go-cart. Initially the
throttle control was very sensitive and the car
Brian Mumford
progressed in a series of leaps12. However, this
was sorted out and it was used for about a year from the middle of 1963 until the
lack of springing caused the chassis to collapse20. It was brought back into
service87, but in 1965 it was replaced by a diesel tractor bought for £20091. Rising
petrol prices at the end of 1963 led to a move towards using diesel engines, and
Ted Holmes launched his "winch fund" which
raised over £100 in voluntary donations to
buy a diesel winch16,22. Following the final
withdrawal of the petrol tax rebate by the
Government in 1965 a new "mobile" diesel
winch was obtained on approval in August
that year 27,72 and reported to be saving
money at the next AGM103. However, a diesel
winch was reported bought and in place in
Committee meetings in April 1966102,104, but
The Diesel Winch

it is not clear whether this was the same
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one that the Club had had on approval during the previous year. Diesels were the
first winches operated by the Club to have a starter; the petrol winches were still
started on the handle. However, the new winch was no more reliable than the
others, needing a new starter104 and rollers105 almost immediately, and its laying on
gear needed replacement after 18 months121. This laying on gear continued to give
trouble until redesigned in 1968132. In March 1968 a kit of parts for building
another petrol winch was bought from Booker as the situation was still critical,
but this was never built, and the pieces were sold on a few years later127,193.
A diesel engine was fitted to the trailer winch in April 1969142 and yet another
diesel winch, known as the Battle winch193, was bought in that July144. This appears
to have eased the situation144. In 1969 there were proposals to build a fixed winch
installed in a permanent building131, but these came to nothing. So for much of
this period the Club was operating with a single line, though at times three lines
were in operation. Still using 20cwt cable, breaks were frequent, running at
between 5 and 10% of launches.
The tractor suffered a cracked block in the January of 1969 and its engine
was sent for repair138,140. Theo Sherwen obtained a Ferguson P6 tractor for £40140,
though its engine also needed reconditioning147,148.
Up to 1966, a track to the north of the main winch tracks was used to return
the cable retrieve vehicle to the winch. However this caused a rut along the
landing area, and it was discontinued in favour of a track along the southern
boundary which was improved for the purpose31,76. Bentley McLeod fitted a cage to
the tractor in 1967 to protect the driver from falling cables110,122,124 as the south
track was much closer to the winch track than the old north track.
Management
Denis Corrick, elected Chairman at the
1961 AGM52, remained Chairman over the
following 10 years. Denis was an enthusiast
for anything he undertook, and during his
chairmanship the Club continued to develop the
site and update and expand its fleet, as
described above.
One of the lasting management decisions
of the period was to change the trading name of
the Club. In the late 1960s, with the Cotswold
Club operating at Aston Down, it was decided
that the name "Bristol Gliding Club" was
misleading potential members about where the
Club operated. It was agreed at the 1969 AGM
to change the Club's trading name to "Bristol
and Gloucestershire Gliding Club" and this was
implemented during the year. However, the
Bristol Gliding Club Pty Ltd remained the
parent company141,145.
Although the Club made reasonable
trading surpluses over this period, averaging
around £550 a year, these showed a great deal
of variation from year to year, and much of
this was taken up in repayments of the Kemsley
and SBAC loans and the mortgage, so that money
was tight.

Denis Corrick
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Details of profits and outstanding debts are given in Appendix 8. Various
members made short term loans to the Club for specific purposes from time to time,
and our President Sir Egbert Cadbury continued to support the Club with donations
at intervals, as well as his indefinite £500 loan towards buying the Swallow. In
particular, Peter Scott also made a loan of £350157, and Barry Walker made several
short term loans of several hundred pounds each107,115.
There was pressure from the Kemsley Flying Trust to repay the Mortgage, and
in March 1966102 the Club paid off the remaining £1725 by selling loan notes to
members95. These loan notes were for £50 each, with four chosen by ballot to be
paid off each year. 33 were issued out of the 36 authorised173 (see Appendix 8).
The Club also managed to reduce the Kemsley development loan from £3771 in 1961157
to £672 in 1970175.
One loan was obtained from the SBAC Private Flying Loan Fund. This was for
the T49, which was bought in 1963 for £1667 with an 80% loan from the fund at an
interest rate of 3½%, repayable over 5 years191
Although the fist approaches for obtaining a Sports Council grant were made
in 196594 it was not until 1967 that a grant was actually approved. This was for
over £2000 towards the cost of the South hangar, a new winch, the second tug and
tarmacing the north hangar floor116,119. A further Grant application for £1500
towards the purchase of a K8 was approved in November 1970153,154,though not taken up
until 1971.
Inevitably, the subscriptions rose over the period, almost doubling, and at
the end of 1968 when the cash flow was in a particularly poor state, a one-off £4
"private owners' levy" was imposed on each private owner to raise funds137. But a
new category of Junior flying member was brought in 1970 at £8 pa for pilots up to
the age of 22 and the entrance fee was abolished to encourage new members to join44.
Launch fees also were increased, often as a result of increasing fuel prices and
tax, again almost doubling over the period (Appendix 5 details subscriptions and
fees).
Our President, Sir Egbert Cadbury, who had given the Club generous
support since its restart in 1948, died in 1967. He was succeeded by Sir George
Dowty117. Vice President, Rex Young, who had done so much to guide the Club
through its early post war years also died in the same year.
Two stalwart members left during the period. Peter Collier, who had been a
constant presence as CFI and manager, and oversaw the early development at
Nympsfield, and had done so much to make the holiday courses an unforgettable and
enjoyable experience, joined Dan Air as a pilot in 196466. Peter Etheridge, who
took over from Peter Collier as course instructor, and who was CFI and manager for
much of the period, as well as holding records for emptying the Yard of Ale and
drinking pints while hanging upside down from the bar beam, also left for
commercial aviation in 1969141.
Also Peter Scott, who had done so much to promote the Club and Gliding in
general, gave up the Chairmanship of the BGA in 1970 and retired from gliding
altogether for his involvement with the Americas Cup Sailing event and greater
concentration on his conservation work82. However, he remained a vice president of
the Club.
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Peter Collier and Peter Scott

Peter Etheridge

Details of Club elected officers and the people who held positions
responsible for various tasks are listed in Appendices 2 and 3. Notable among
these were Tom Parkes, who was secretary for many years and Dick Sanderson who held
that position for most of the 1960s. Alan Smith was a non-flying treasurer for
some 5 years, with Gordon Fisher assisting him with much of the day to day work.
Guy Harris was treasurer towards the end of the period, and Chris Day took on the
job in 1970. He introduced a new system which aimed to achieve better financial
clarity and control. For much of the period Joe Grimes looked after aircraft
maintenance, and Ray Jefferies and Guy Harris, in addition to being treasurer140,
did battle with the Club's winches and vehicles. Their work was invaluable in
keeping the Club operational.

Tom Parkes

Gordon Fisher

Guy Harris with passenger
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The BAC Flying Club and Smiths Club continued to operate, though on a
gradually reducing scale towards the end of the period
Field
Although the field was never completely smoothed and the aerotow point in the
northwest corner was always somewhat rough176, more pick and shovel smoothing work
was undertaken in 196234 and work continued to remove the worst of the unevenness
until about 19666,111. Disused return tracks to the winch presented some additional
ruts176.
The dry-stone walls at the entrance were rebuilt professionally in 19627.
The quarry still had a pleasant grassed floor which was often used for camping, and
in 1963 a group of senior scouts set up camp there during a week's course176 and the
Stroud Fire Service held a social there in 196995. Its fence was renewed in the
summer of 1966105,107.

The field in approx. 1961 showing North return track and
empty caravan site.
Photo by Tom Bradbury ©
The winch track, which had originally just been marked off along the length
of the field, had quickly been stripped of grass, and the thin top soil had been
worn away, or to be more accurate thrown off to the side by the wheels of the
vehicles. There were one or two places where puddles collected in wet weather, and
some of these were fairly successfully dealt with by being filled with small stones
from the quarry. However, there was one patch opposite the quarry where puddles
persisted. In 1963 it was decided to dig a drainage trench alongside the puddled
length and carry the water away in trenches to the south side. The ground in this
area was found to be of a clay-like consistency instead of the usual limestone,
which explained why it did not drain10. The work started with Club labour, but was
not completed until 1968 when Barry Walker obtained a JCB125 at a cost of £40 to dig
the trenches127 and it was not until some 18 months later that the trenches had been
filled with stones147. In the meantime the Swallow had run over one of the trenches
following a failed launch and was badly damaged186.
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The field in approx. 1969, showing puddles on the winch track, including the
partially drained one at the narrowest part of the field. Also shown is the
North return track and the dips in the field contour. Photo by Tom Bradbury©
s

Sheep were grazed on the field throughout the period89,123 and in 1965 the club
was paid to allow horses to be exercised on it90,97. The sheep were confined to a
fenced off area at the west end while flying was in progress, and they quickly
became trained to retire to their pen at the start of the day with only mild
prompting from the members. However they became restive if they had not been
released into the main field by early evening. Apart from the mild nuisance of
their droppings, an unpleasant side effect of the sheep was a parasite which they
encouraged. This mistakenly used to attack humans, biting chiefly around the tops
of ones socks and around the waist. The bites came up with a small blister which
irritated for around five days before healing, ready for another attack at the next
weekend176. Grazing stopped in 1970 after a disagreement with the farmer149,151.
Social
The launch point, the canteen and the bar continued to be the main hubs of
the Club's social life.
With the majority of flights being short training flights, and most retrieves
being by hand, there were enough shared tasks at the launch point to engender a
camaraderie among pupils and more experienced pilots alike.
Initially the canteen continued to be run by Mr and Mrs
Organ, but it was making substantial losses, and their employment
was terminated in early 1962. For a while meals continued to be
supplied by a rota of female members3. However by mid 1963, Mrs.
Smith, a motherly ex school dinner lady, had been installed to run
the Canteen11with her daughter Nella. Mrs Smith was an excellent
cook, and each year served a full Christmas lunch, including roast
turkey, Christmas pudding and mince pies, to a sitting of over 60
Nella
people, using only a standard 4 ring calor gas cooker and a hot
cupboard. She was a keen player of the fruit machine installed in
the bar, and dispensed motherly advice and sympathy to all whom she considered
needed it. She did not have her own transport, and members, particularly Ray
Jefferies and Pat Jones (later White), used to collect her from Coaley each
Saturday and Sunday. Two course lunches and teas were served on Saturdays and
Sunday as before.
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In the evenings the bar was well patronised with members who either stayed the
night or just stayed on for the entertainment. Members who soloed or had qualified
for a badge were expected to buy a round. There was a great deal of singing, with
"rugby" type songs rather than the gliding songs of previous years, and an auto
change record player was much used to play a rather limited collection of vinyl 45s
and LPs. Drinking competitions were not unknown, and a "yard of ale" was obtained
to supplement the original half yard; the record for drinking it was 2814 seconds.
Some members became adept at drinking a pint while hanging upside-down from the
beams and practical jokes such as pouring beer into people's trouser turn-ups were
quite common. Also, "spoofing" was often used to decide who should pay for a round
of beer181.
In 1963, when a member came across the Council workmen clearing a fallen tree
from across a road, he persuaded them to cut the trunk into suitable sizes to make
bar stools16 and these were made up over several months by Ted Holmes. The bar was
furnished with a stag's head, a stuffed platypus and a picture of flying ducks
presented by Peter Scott (and entitled "Final Glide" by the members). All these
items were kidnapped by visitors from other Clubs from time to time, but in most
case they were reclaimed24,176,69,70. The introduction of the drink-drive laws in 196733
did not have much immediate effect as most people did not drink all that much and
considered that they kept within the legal limits. Regulars also played Risk, Go
and Thermal Dice, a simulated soaring game42.
During the internationals at
South Cerney in 1965, the Club
invited the competitors to a
barbeque, and as it was a nonflying day almost all arrived. The
car park was full and over-flowing
onto the field, and the bar was
completely full; the only way in or
out was through the windows. Extra
beer had to be obtained from the
Rose and Crown when the Club's
supply ran out. Many visitors had
what was for them the novelty of
winch launches in the T21, and
circuits continued by moonlight.
Grilled Pig
In the Half Yard competition, the
Club retained first and second places with Argentina taking the third27.
The workshop was also a
centre of activity, with many
members working on Club and
private gliders and vehicles.
As well as CofAs and other
maintenance, quite substantial
repairs and modifications were
carried out in house.

Members repairing the Prefect wing
Photo by Tom Bradbury©

The bunkhouse was usually
pretty full on Friday and
Saturday nights, with a special
bunk being reserved for the
next day's duty instructor24.
The girls' bunks were
accommodated in a caravan86 kept
alongside the Hangar. This was
replaced with a new larger one
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in 196597. People staying overnight on a Saturday usually organised a group evening
meal, often spaghetti Bolognaise. Throughout the period there were various plans
for building extensions to the bunkhouse to upgrade it and provide more
accommodation, but these came to nothing, largely due to opposition from members
who thought the money could better be spent elsewhere10,59,100,104.
The annual Christmas draw continued during the period. Early in 1971, the
first formal dinner dance was held, and this became an annual event in later
years46. Less formally, multi-stage rocket competitions were held on or around Guy
Fawkes day46.
Syndicates
The Club statistics provided to Sailplane and Gliding over this period show
that the number of privately owned gliders on the site rose from 7 to 15 over the
ten years. However, it will probably not be possible to gather a full account.
Not only are the records hit and miss, but the syndicates were constantly changing.
There were changes in the membership of the groups, and also the gliders which they
owned, with some gliders being transferred from one group to another.
The newer gliders were no longer Skylarks, but Ka6s and Olympia 463s with a
Couple of Austrias and some Darts. Appendix 7 gives what detail is available.
This comes largely from listings of cross countries and competition results in the
bulletins and S&G, with some additional information from flying records and various
other documents. The best information comes from the members concerned.
One new phenomenon was the entrance of lower experienced pilots into private
ownership. Up to then, the private owners were predominately either instructors,
or pilots who had worked their way up the Club's promotion ladder to the top. But
towards the end of the 1960s less experienced pilots were joining syndicates, and
the long established system of categorising pilots by the glider they were
qualified to fly was beginning to break down; not all private owners ever did fly
the highest rated Club gliders. As a result, a system was introduced in the Summer
of 1966 with different coloured cards being issued to pilots indicating their
experience107,30 But this was discontinued in 1969138.
There were also worries about the number of private gliders on the site,
based on a perceived problem should the weather force a mass re-land from ridge
soaring176 and in 1965 it was agreed that 17 should be the upper limit96. But this
limit was not reached, or if it was, it was not applied. The total gliders on site
had risen to 20 in early 196673 and 22 in the spring of 196981, including 6 Club
gliders43.
The bulletin of March/April 1970 lists the following private gliders as
flying in February of that year43, though of course there may well have been others
on site which did not fly that month.
Skylark 2c
Austria
Skylark 4
Eagle
Ka6e

33
57
81
97
125

Skylark 3
Ka6
Dart
Ka6
Dart

180
247
257
270
409

Olympia 463
Ka6cr
Ka6cr

417
434
495
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Ballooning
In 1967, Giles Bulmer brought a National Geographic magazine into the bar at
Nympsfield, which described hot air ballooning, recently developed in America.
After much discussion a group including Don Cameron, Mark Westwood, Bill Malpas and
Terry Adams decided to investigate the possibilities. After visiting a display of
ballooning at Dunstable, which was not really a convincing demonstration, they
started to experiment with paper and polythene models, much of which they did at
Nympsfield. They formed the Hot Air Group, and designed a full sized balloon
called the Bristol Belle, and had it made by professional outfits (GQ parachutes
for the canopy and the Blind School for the basket). After initial flying at
Weston-on-the-Green with instruction from W/C Turnbull to get Don his Balloon
Licence, several flights were made from Nympsfield from 1967 to pass out the others
and get in some practice. Some of these flights gave rise to a certain amount of
hilarity33. Eventually, Peter Etheridge, worried about the Club's reputation with
its neighbours, called a halt to ballooning at the Club. Don and Mark went into
partnership to manufacture and sell balloons trading as Omega Balloons , but this
arrangement soon dissolved and Don went on to found the now world famous Cameron
Balloons with its reputation for constructing balloons of all imaginable shapes and
sizes159.
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Bristol Belle

Early research
Section 9 Appendix 1

Aircraft and Equipment

Photo by Tom Bradbury©

Club Gliders
Glider
Tutor
Prefect
Olympia
T21b
T31

BGA Comp
No No
796196
720
504
14
616
692

Origin
Brought
Brought
Brought
Brought

Disposals in period
from
from
from
from

Sold in Summer 1961
Lulsgate
Lulsgate
Lulsgate
Lulsgate Sold to Bath Club in Spring 1963

Skylark 2 827
Swallow 1008
T49B
1120
Kite 2
618
Dart 17R 1313
Swallow 1182

78

46

Tugs
Tiger Moth G-AODR
Tiger Moth G-AODX
Auster 6A G-ASIP
Vehicles
Landrover
Ford 10 Van
1938 25HP Morris
Jeep
Landrover WPB 557
Go Cart
Diesel tractor

Bought new in 1958
Bought new in Summer 1961
Bought new end July 1963 for £1667
On loan from Don Tapp Written off in spin-in 9 Feb 1964
Shared use of Mike Pope's Glider
Bought from Handley Page for £450 in June 1970
Written off on 18 September 1961
Replacement for G-AODR
Bought in spring 1967

Ferguson P6 tractor

Bought July 1956 Scrapped April 196593 - cracked block27
Donated by Harry Daniells end 1956
Bought for £62-10-0 in mid 1957
Bought in 1959
Sold in 1961157.
53
Bought early 1961 .
Built by Brian Mumford in 1963 for retrieving cables8,12.
Bought early 1965 for £200 26,90. Cage to protect from
falling cables fitted in 1967 34,64.
Bought 1969147,148.

Winches
Heron Winch

Brought from Lulsgate.

Two-Drum
Mumford winch
Diesel winch
Booker winch
2nd Diesel winch

Scrapped in 1963 after
completion of Mumford winch
Club build using silver Ford Chassis – started in 1955
and in service in August 1959
Built by Brian Mumford in 1962/3
Bought in 1966
Petrol winch kit bought second hand from Booker in 1968
but never assembled
Bought new in 1969144.

Trailers
Open trailer for T21
Built by Jack Houghton in 1955/56
General purpose closed trailer
Built by Alwyn Sutcliffe 1955/56
Rice trailer for Olympia
Brought from Lulsgate – died 1962
Skylark trailer
Club built, hardboard covered
Replacement Olympia trailer
1962 – Built by Ted Holmes and Harold Jefferies5.
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Section 9 Appendix 2
1961/2
President
Vice
Presidents

1962/3

1963/4

1964/5

Presidents and Committees
1965/6

1966/7

1967/8

1968/9

1969/70

1970/1

<--------------------- Sir Egbert Cadbury -----------------------> <------------- Sir George Dowty ------------>
<------------------------------------------------ Cyril Uwins ----------------------------------------------------->
<------------------------- Rex Young ---------------------------->
<------------------------------------------------ Peter Scott ----------------------------------------------------->

Committee
Chairman
Secretary

<-------------------------------------------------- Denis Corrick ------------------------------------------------>
Maurice
<--- Tom Parkes --->
<------------------- Dick Sanderson -------------------->
<-- Eric Martin -->
Ford

Treasurer

<------------------- Alan Smith --------------------->

Vice Chair.
Committee
members

<-- Mark Westwood -->

<--- Guy Harris --->

Chris Day

<--------------------------------------------------- Doug Jones -------------------------------------------------->
Ray
Bishop

<------------------------------------ Harold Grimes --------------------------------------->

Ken Brown
Ted Chubb
Ray
Jefferies
Alf
Samuels
Rosemary
Storey

<---------------- Ken Brown -------------->
Not
recorded

Tony Saint

<-------------------- Gordon Fisher ------------------->

Tony
Pentelow

<--- Mike Ross --->

Arthur Duke

Tony
Pentelow

<----------------------------------- Ray Jefferies ---------------------------------------->
Alwyn Sutcliffe
Ted
Holmes
Jim
StuartMenteth

<------------------------- Ron Sandford ---------------------------->

<-- Hugh Arden -->
<--- Ted Chubb --->

Barry
Walker

Colin
Pennycuick

Chris Tudge
Geoff
McBroom
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Section 9
Post

1961/2

1962/3

CFI

Peter
Collier

Alwyn Sutcliffe

Aircraft
Engineer
Vehicle
Engineer
Course
Secretaries
Course
Treasurer
Assistant
Treasurer
Bulletin
Editor

N/R

N/R

N/R

N/R

N/R

N/R

1963/4

1964/5

Appendix 3
1965/6

Appointed Officers

1966/7

1967/8

1968/9

Peter Etheridge

Lucy
Chubb

PRO

Harold (Joe) Grimes
Ray Jefferies
Josie Glasse

Thelma Barrett

N/R

Martin Corrick
Nancy
Duggan

Linda
Fitzgerald

N/R

Ken Brown, Jim Stuart, Ann Westwood, Dick
Sanderson

Course
Instructor

Peter
Collier
& Tony
Pentelow

N/R

Course
Winch
Driver

Stan Coles ?

Manager

Peter Collier

Tony Pentalow &
Rosemary Sandford

Don
Cameron&
Barry
Walker*

Rex Garland

Graham Bevan

N/R

Liz Saint

Rosemary Sandford

Josie Glasse

N/R

Bentley
McLeod

Peter Jeeves

Peter Etheridge

* What Bulletins were issued in 1967 were produced by the previous year's team
N/R Signifies "Not recorded".

N/R
Tony Pentalow

Jane & Mike Harper

Peter Etheridge
Martin
Corrick

Linda Harrison
N/R

Rosemary Sandford & Gordon Fisher

Alf Samuels

Flying
Records

1970/1

Ron Sandford

Ted Chubb
N/R

1969/70

Barry
Walker

N/R

N/R

Joan Walker

Geoff.
McBroom

Tim Bradbury

Martin
Corrick

Corrick/ Mike
Cleaver/Pentelow

Geoff
McBroom

N/R
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Section 9
1961

1962

Appendix 4
1963

Membership and Flying Statistics from Sailplane and Gliding
1964

1965

1966

1967*

1968^

1969

1970

Members
Flying
Associate
Total
Aircraft
Two
seaters
Solo
Private
Tugs
Launches
Hours
Cross
Country
Miles

236

237

250

247

250

247

258

188

181

181

41
277

53
290

25
275

54
301

50
300

54
301

54
312

38
226

51
232

51
232

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

5
7
1

5
8
1

5
7
1

4
12
1

4
13
1

4
15
1

5
16
2

5
16
2

5
15
3*

5
15
3*

9048
1972

7281
1655

7375
1532

7619
2127

7610
2178

6903
1985

5839
1996

6603
1904

7009
1888

7009
1888

1302

2199

194

5962

5235

6487

6000

3642

3073

3073

NB 1) Up to 1966, the figures correspond to the calendar year. From 1968, they cover from 1st October of the previous
year to the 30 September of the year stated. (In 1967 they cover only the nine months from the beginning of the year
to the end of September). It should be noted that the Club's membership year runs from the 1st of April, so from
1967 on, the membership numbers exclude the recruits from the second half of the year.
2) It is doubtful whether the numbers reported to S&G were necessarily compiled conscientiously. In 1970, the figures quoted are the
same as for 1969, which suggests that no report was actually sent to S&G.
* This total must include Tony Gaze's Rallye, which he used extensively to supplement the Club's towing.

The Club did not own 3 tugs.
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Section 9
1960/1 to
1961/2
Entrance Fee
Full Flying
Family Flying
Country
Youth (under 22)
Associates:Male
Lady
Junior

1962/3 to
1964/5

1965/6 to
1967/8

Appendix 5

1968/9

Subscriptions

1969/70

1970/71

£4-4-0
£6-6-0
N/A
£2-2-0

£4-4-0
£7-7-0
£10-10-0
£2-2-0

£4-4-0
£8-8-0
£12-12-0
£3--3-0
N/A

£5-5-0*
£10-10-0
£15-15-0
£5-5-0

£4-4-0*
£11-11-0
£15-15-0
£6-6-0

Nil
£11-10-0
£16-0-0
£6-10-0
£8-0-0

£2-2-0
10/6
5/-

£1-1-0
10/6
5/-

£1-1-0
10/6
5/-

£1-1-0
10/6
5/-

£1-1-0
10/6
5/-

£1-10-0
10/0
5/-

* Entrance fees are for Full Flying membership; other grades vary.
Flying Charges

Winch
Launches:
Aerotows to
2000 feet:**
Soaring
charge

Apr. 1961
to Feb.1965

Feb. 1965
to Sep. 1966

Sept 1966
to Dec. 1968

Dec. 1968
to Apr. 1971

4/-

5/6

5/6

7/-*

15/-

20/-

25/-

27/-

1/6d per completed 5 minutes after the first 11 minutes

*The charge was 6/- for some months in 1968.
** Charges for additional heights were roughly pro rata, but were charged at 500' or 1000' intervals.
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Section 9

Club Trophy
Cyril Uwins Cup –
(Best distance)
Rex Young Trophy –
(Best progress by a beginner)
Evening World Trophy –
(Greatest gain of height)
Guinness Trophy – (Most meritorious
cross-country in a club glider)
Shaun De Salis Trophy –
(Best closed-circuit flight)
Ladder Trophy –
(Winner of Club Ladder)

Appendix 6

1961
Peter Scott/
Derek Stowe

Trophy Winners

1962

1963

1964

1965

Tony Gaze

Keith Aldridge

Tom Bradbury

Peter Scott

Jane Warter

Maurice Ford

Bill Malpas

Theo White

Barry Walker

Tom Bradbury

Tom Bradbury

Tom Bradbury

Ron Sandford

Colin Pennycuick

-

Noel Baker

Jim Stuart

Jim Webster

Jim Webster

-

-

Alwyn
Sutcliffe

Jane Warter

Colin Pennycuick

-

-

-

-

Colin Pennycuick

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

Cyril Uwins Cup

Mark Westwood

Keith Aldridge

Dave Braham

Howard Johns

Stuart Waller

Rex Young Trophy

Arthur Duke

Mike Ross

Tony Gillett

Yves Muller

John Mast

Evening World Trophy

Ron Sandford

Mike Harper

Jim Webster

Peter Philpott

Guinness Trophy

Jim Webster

Jim Stuart

Ted Aylett

Shaun De Salis Trophy

Colin Pennycuick

Jim Stuart

Mike Harper

Tom Bradbury
Harold
Jefferies
Tom Bradbury

Ladder Trophy

Colin Pennycuick

Colin Pennycuick

Mike Pope

Stuart Waller

Stuart Waller

Mike Cleaver
Tom Bradbury
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Section 9 Appendix 7 Privately Owned Gliders
Doug Jones and partners sold their rebuilt Olympia BGA 618 in 1960 and Doug,
with Tony Pentelow and Tony Saint, built a Skylark 3 BGA 996 Comp No 180 from a
kit, completing it in 1961. Giles Bulmer bought into this group later. This
was sold in 1967 and replaced with a Dart 17R BGA 1337 Comp 409. The members of
that syndicate were Doug, Joe Grimes, Arthur Hobkirk and Tony Pentelow177.
John Taylor, Rex Garland and Eric Martin
bought the Skylark.
Skylark 3 BGA 996 wings in build, with Tony
Pentelow and Tony Saint
and in flight
Photographs by Tom Bradbury©

Harry Daniells with his Olympia 2 left the Club early in the Period.
The Yellow Skylark BGA 778 Comp No 33, now completely modified to 2c standard,
but flying on an experimental CofA continued in the Club throughout the period,
but with an almost complete change of owners (except for Ken Brown and Gordon
Fisher). New members included Col. Tapp, Ted Holmes, Mike Garnett and Dr Ensel.
Peter Scott had changed his Eagle for an Olympia 419 BGA 1052 Comp No 10 in
1952. He replaced that with an HP14 BGA 1558 in early 196878 and that with a BS1
BGA 1486 at the end of that year79. He dropped out of gliding at the end of 1969.

Peter Scott's Olympia 419
Photograph by Tom Bradbury©

and HP14
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Section 9 Appendix 7 continued.
The "Rhubarb and Custard" syndicate exchanged their Skylark 2 for a
Skylark 4 BGA 1105 in April 1963179,9 retaining the Comp No 81, but with an almost
complete change of members over the years. New Members included Alf Samuels,
Tom Bradbury, Peter Philpot, John Daniell, Roger Barnett, "Hoppy" Twiston-Davis,
Howard Johns, Wilf Harper and Ted Elliott.

The new Rhubarb and Custard before having its competition
number painted
Photograph by Tom Bradbury©
Tony Gaze sold his Eagle Comp No 97 in 1961 to a six man syndicate on
site. The new owners were Tony Pentelow, Bob Parsons, Denis Carey, Peter
Simmons, Ken Saunders and John Nurse55. They replaced Tony's dilapidated
chipboard hangar with a fine timber one. Tony Gillett joined the syndicate
later and wrote the glider off landing in curlover186 in 1971. The syndicate
replaced the Eagle with a Ka13 BGA 1649.
After selling the Eagle, Tony Gaze bought a Ka6cr BGA 1027 Comp No 210,
which he kept until 1963, changing it for a Standard Austria60 BGA 1129 keeping
the same Comp Number. The Ka6 was sold to another group at Nympsfield
comprising Geoff McBroom, Alwyn Sutcliffe, Des Rich, John Greenhill, D Roy Owen,
Brian Walker and Fred Guest164 with a change of Comp No to 270. Tony Gaze then
changed his Austria for a Dart 17R BGA 1318 in the summer of 1966, again keeping
Comp No 21075. `

Tony Gaze's Ka6cr

Tony Gaze's Standard Austria

Col. Tapp Allowed the Club to use is Kite 2 BGA 681 until it was written
off in 1964.
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Section 9 Appendix 7 continued
Joe Grimes, Gordon Mealing and Ray Jefferies kit built a Swallow BGA 1075,
named Kiwi, which flew on 12 Aug 19624, and was sold to a South Wales club in
September 1963166.
An Olympia BGA 1057 Comp No 242, which had been rebuilt in modified form
by Ralph Jones and partners flew at Nympsfield from 196258 to 1964. Then Ron
Sandford, one of that group, Pete Etheridge, Hugh Arden and Vince Griffiths
bought an Olympia 463 BGA 1225 Comp No 40166. Ron bought a share of a Dart 17R
BGA 1333 Comp No 257 in 1967. This glider was brought onto site in December
196636 by Jed Barrett, Ted Chubb and Barry Walker192. Ralph Hindle joined the
syndicate in 1968. Ron Sandford kept this until October 1970 when he changed
it for a Standard Cirrus BGA 1624 in February 197184, keeping the Comp No. 242.

Olympia 463 Competition Number 401

Dart 17R Competition Number 257

Photo by Tom Bradbury©

Colin Pennycuick, David Braham and Stuart Waller brought their kit-built
Swallow BGA 938 Comp No 125 onto the site in 1962, and changed this first for a
Ka6cr BGA 1149 in 196469 and then a Ka6e BGA 1425 in 196733 still keeping Comp No
125. Chris Hughes joined the syndicate after Colin left for Africa. This
glider was later sold to a syndicate including Jim Webster and Don Chatterton.
Dennis Corrick bought a Standard Austria BGA 1127 Comp No 57 in 1963 which
he shared with Keith Aldridge, Bob Perrott and Peter Scott60,selling it in 1968.

Standard Austria Competition Number 57
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An eight person Syndicate including Peter Bray, Don Cameron, Mark
Westwood, Mike Harper, Terry Adams, John Martin, Jim Stuart-Menteth, and Jane
Warter (later Randle) shared an Olympia 463 BGA 1277 Comp No 417 which they
bought in 196469,88. (Known as Snow-white and the 7 dwarfs)176. Later John Lord
bought John Martin's share.
Barry Walker owned a number of different gliders in the period including a
Ka6cr with Des Rich in 196362, and a Blanik BGA 1301196 in 1965, which he wrote
off in June 196628,75 . He joined the Sandford Dart syndicate later that year99.
In October 1968 he replaced that with a Diamant BGA 1478 Comp No 35736.
Mike Pope owned a Skylark23 which he changed for a Sky BGA 698 in 196528
and a Dart 17R BGA 1313 Comp No 46 in 196779. In October 1967 he agreed an
arrangement with the Club to allow selected Club members to fly it when he was
not on site36.

Mike Pope's Dart being rigged
Other private gliders included a Scud III BGA 289, mostly in the workshop being
rebuilt by Peter Philpott and partners.

The Scud before its rebuild: Peter Philpot in the cockpit and a general view
A Ka6cr BGA 1284 (or Ka6E 1504) Comp No 247 was bought by Derek Vennard,
Stan Lewington and Barry Radcliffe in 196980. Other Ka6cr syndicates included
George Upson, Paul Harding, Lez Hockins, Guy Harris, Jim Webster and Arthur
Duke36 BGA 1323 with Comp No 495, on site in 1968. There was another Ka6cr
syndicate, BGA 1234 Comp No 434, in the Club in 1967, whose members included Roy
Gunner, Conner, Dr Conway, Trevor Foxen96 and Brian Mumford33,36
A 12 man Tutor syndicate (BGA 1071) including Tony Pentelow, Gordon
Fisher, Chris Day and possibly Ron Sandford and Robbie Robertson was formed in
197083.
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Peter Etheridge was give committee approval for an RF4 Syndicate in
January 1967112, but this did not materialise186, and Arthur Hobkirk owned a
Rhonebussard BGA 337, though this was rarely seen on the field.

George Upson in Ka6 cr 495
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Section 9 Appendix 8 Finance
Years Surpluses and Debts at the end of the year
Year Surplus
Kemsley Debts
SBAC Loan Debt
end
Mortgage Development
Loan
1960
167157
2950
4132157
1961
536157
2903
3771157
9
1962
196
1963
100319
1334 (new loan)191
1964
3992
1067103
103,116
103
103
1965
1100
1749
2352
116
1966
150
Nil
129
1967
795
1968 Loss 520174
1358174
277174
1969
1526174
1018174
final payment139,141
175
175
1970
1705
672

Loan notes173
of £50 each
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Taken up
7 11 65
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

By
Nancy Duggan
Terry Adams
"
John Greenhill
"
Keith Aldridge
"
Jeffry Tinkler
"
Barry Walker
"
"
"
Tony Pentelow
Dave Leesor *
Liz Leesor *
Theo Sherwen
Giles Bulmer

Number
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Taken up
5 12 65
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
1 2 66
"
6 3 66
27 3 66
"
4 12 66
"

* As quoted in Ref 172; actually Don and Liz Leeser

By
Colin Pennycuick
Barry Walker
Jim Webster
"
Barbara Webster
"
Trevor Foxen
"
Tony Gaze
"
Bill Malpas
Bob Perrott
"
Denis Corrick
"
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Section 9 Appendix 9 – The Glider-phone176
In the 1960s, with record players and vinyl records becoming commonplace,
household pianos were going out of fashion. Consequently many pianos were
being disposed of with many being destroyed. So, when the Club was offered a
piano in better condition than the one it already had, it was gratefully
accepted. In accord with the spirit of the age, the old piano was dismantled,
and the wooden parts reduced to fire wood. This left an iron, harp shaped
device with strings, which quite evidently would be useless as fuel. This was
immediately named the glider-phone and was taken outside and lent against the
nearest convenient wall, which just happened to be beneath the window of the
bunkhouse.
That evening, a group of members returning from a party in the early hours of
the morning noticed the glider-phone and decided to play it. Someone found a
stick, and this was run up and down the strings a fair number of times. The
effect was quite striking both musically and in the effect it had on the people
who had been asleep in the bunkhouse. They had never heard anything like it
before, and evidently never wanted to hear anything like it again. Consequently,
in the morning, Derek Stowe attended to it with a pair of bolt cutters, cutting
all the strings and completely ruining it. As a result, when the people living
in the tower house on the side of Woodchester valley rang to complain about it,
Denis Corrick was able to promise, hand on heart, that the performance would not
be repeated. So the glider-phone was consigned to scrap.
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Section 9 Referencs
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Document
Bulletin July 1961
Bulletin Feb. 1962
Bulletin August 1962
Bulletin Sept. 1962
Bulletin Oct. 1962
Bulletin Nov. 1962
Bulletin Dec. 1962
Bulletin Jan. 1963
Bulletin April 1963
Bulletin May 1963
Bulletin June 1963
Bulletin Aug. 1963
Bulletin Sept. 1963
Bulletin Oct. 1963
Bulletin Nov. 1963
Bulletin Dec. 1963
Bulletin Jan. 1964
Bulletin Feb. 1964
Bulletin March/April 1964
Bulletin May 1964
Bulletin June 1964
Bulletin July 1964
Bulletin Aug. 1964
Bulletin Sept/Oct/Nov 1964
Bulletin March 1965
Bulletin April 1965
Bulletin Aug. 1965
Bulletin Sept. 1965
Bulletin Feb. 1966
Bulletin Oct. 1966
Bulletin Dec. 1966
Bulletin March 1967
Bulletin Nov./Dec. 1967
Bulletin Jan/Feb 1968
Bulletin July/Aug. 1968
Bulletin Oct./Nov. 1968
Bulletin Jan./Feb. 1969
Bulletin March/April 1969
Bulletin May/June 1969
Bulletin July/Aug. 1969
Bulletin Sept./Oct. 1969
Bulletin Nov./Dec. 1969
Bulletin March/April 1970
Bulletin May/June 1970
Bulletin July/Aug. 1970
Bulletin Nov./Dec. 1970
Bulletin March/April 1971
Bulletin May/June1971
Shaw Slingsby Trust S&G Feb. 1959
BGA Chairman's report S&G April 1960

Location
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
<Bulletins>
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References Continued
No
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102

Document
A new Flying trust S&G June 1961
Club News S&G June 1961
Club News S&G Aug. 1961
Qualifying Competitions S&G June 1961
Club News S&G Oct. 1961
Club News S&G Dec. 1961
Club News S&G Oct. 1962
Club News S&G Dec. 1962
Club News S&G Feb 1963
Club News S&G June 1963
Club News S&G AUG. 1963
Club News S&G Oct. 1963
Club News S&G Dec 1963
Club News S&G April 1964
Club News S&G Aug. 1964
Club News S&G Oct.1964
Club News S&G Dec. 1964
Shaw Slingsby Trust S&G Dec. 1964
Club News S&G Feb. 1965
Club News S&G April 1965
Shaw Slingsby Trust S&G June 1965
Club News S&G Aug. 1965
Club News S&G Feb. 1966
Club News S&G June 1966
Club News S&G Oct. 1966
Club News S&G Feb. 1967
Club News S&G Aug. 1967
Club News S&G Feb. 1968
Club News S&G Dec. 1968
Club News S&G Feb 1969
Club News S&G April 1969
Chairman's Report S&G April 1970
Club News S&G Oct. 1970
Club News S&G June 1971
Minutes of Committee Meeting 12 Aug.1964
Minutes of Committee Meeting 26 Sept. 1964
Minutes of Committee Meeting 15 Nov. 1964
Minutes of Committee Meeting 6 Dec.1964
Minutes of Committee Meeting 10 Jan.1965
Minutes of Committee Meeting 21 Feb. 1965
Minutes of Committee Meeting 21 March 1965
Minutes of 19th Annual General Meeting 3 April 1965
Minutes of Committee Meeting 29 April 1965
Minutes of Committee Meeting 21 May 1965
Minutes of Committee Meeting 23 June 1965
Minutes of Committee Meeting 3 Sept 1965
Minutes of Committee Meeting 8 Oct. 1965
Minutes of Committee Meeting 7 Nov. 1965
Minutes of Committee Meeting 5 Dec 1965
Minutes of Committee Meeting 9 Jan. 1966
Minutes of Committee Meeting 6 Feb.1966
Minutes of Committee Meeting 6 March 1966

Location

<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>

5-2 to 5-6
5-8 to 5-12
5-14 to 5-18
5-20 to 5-23
5-24 to 5-27
5-28 to 5-32
5-34 to 5-37
5-38 to 5-43
5-44 to 5-48
5-50 to 5-53
5-54 to 5-56
5-62 to 5-65
5-66 to 5-70
5-71 to 5-73
5-74 to 5-77
5-80 to 5-83
5-84 to 5-86
5-87 to 5-89
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No
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Document
20th Annual General Meeting 2 April
Committee Meeting 29 April 1966
Committee Meeting 3 June1966
Committee Meeting 30 June 1966
Committee Meeting 29 July1966
Committee Meeting 2 Sept. 1966
Committee Meeting 7 Oct. 1966
Committee Meeting 6 Nov.1966
Committee Meeting 4 Dec. 1966
Committee Meeting 8 Jan. 1967
Committee Meeting 5 Feb. 1967
Committee Meeting 5 March 1967
Committee Meeting 1 April 1967
21st Annual General Meeting 1 April
Committee Meeting 6 May 1967
Committee Meeting 9 June 1967
Committee Meeting 7 July 1967
Committee Meeting 11 Aug. 1967
Committee Meeting 13 Sep. 1967
Committee Meeting 13 Oct. 1967
Committee Meeting 19 Nov. 1967
Committee Meeting 15 Dec. 1967
Committee Meeting 14 Jan. 1968
Committee Meeting 18 Feb. 1968
Committee Meeting 15 March 1968
Committee Meeting 30 March 1968
22nd Annual General Meeting 30 Mar.
Committee Meeting 26 April 1968
Committee Meeting 24 May 1968
Committee Meeting 5 July 1968
Committee Meeting 2 Aug. 1968
Committee Meeting 4 Oct. 1968
Committee Meeting 1 Nov. 1968
Committee Meeting 3 Nov. 1968
Committee Meeting 1 Dec. 1968
Committee Meeting 11 Jan. 1969
Committee Meeting 9 Feb. 1969
Committee Meeting 9 March 1969
23rd Annual General Meeting 29 Mar.
Committee Meeting 25 April 1969
Committee Meeting 30 May 1969
Committee Meeting 4 July 1969
Committee Meeting 1 Aug. 1969
Committee Meeting 12 Sep. 1969
Committee Meeting 2 Nov. 1969
Committee Meeting 30 Nov. 1969
Committee Meeting 4 Jan. 1970
Committee Meeting 6 Feb. 1970
Committee Meeting 6 March 1970
Committee Meeting 7 June 1970
Committee Meeting 20 Sep. 1970

1966

1967

1968

1969

<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min5>
<Min6>
<Min5>

Location
5-91 to 5-95
5-98 to 5-100
5-102 to 5-105
5-106 to 5-108
5-109 to 5-111
5-112 to 5-115
5-116 to 5-118
5-119 to 5-121
5-122 to 5-124
5-125 to 5-127
5-129 to 5-132
5-133 to 5-135
5-136 to 5-137
5-138 to 5-144
5-146 to 5-150
5-152 to 5-154
5-155 to 5-158
5-159 to 5-161
5-162 to 5-164
5-165 to 5-166
5-167 to 5-169
5-170 to 5-172
5-173 to 5-174
5-175 to 5-177
5-178 to 5-180
5-181
5-194 to 5-198
5-182 to 5-184
5-185 to 5-187
5-188 to 5-190
5-191 to 5-193
5-204 to 5-206
5-207 to 5-209
5-210
5-215 to 5-217
5-218 to 5-221
5-222 to 5-224
5-225 to 5-227
5-228 to 5-232
5-233 to 5-236
5-237 to 5-239
5-240 to 5-243
5-244 to 5-245
5-246 to 248
5-249 to 5-251
5-252 to 5-254
5-255 to 5-257
5-258 to 5-260
5-261 to 5-262
6-6 to 6-8
6-13 to 6-14
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No
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164

167
168
169
170

Document
Minutes of Committee Meeting 7 Nov. 1970
Membership 1961
Membership 1962
Club Accounts for 1961
Shaun de Salis
Interview with Don Cameron
Overall cost of South hangar
History of the south hangar – Tony Pentelow
Chris Day's memory of his time as treasurer
Membership lists
Letter from Sedgwich Collins listing members of Ka6
BGA 1027 syndicate.
Discharge letter from Shaw Slingsby trust covernant.
Letter from Ivor Shattock re transfer of Swallow
"Kiwi" to Wales.
Registrations of Nympsfield Tugs
Emails concerning G-AODR crash – Jim Stuart
Letter from Slingsby re T49 demonstrator.
Accident to Tiger G-AODR

171

Report on accident to Kite 2 on 9-2-64

172
173

Letter to Price Forbes re winch insurance
Loan note contract

174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198

Club Accounts to Dec.1969
Club Accounts to Dec.1970
As remembered by Ken brown in 2009
As remembered by Doug Jones in 2009
As reported by Tony Pentelow
As remembered by Peter Philpot in 2009
As remembered by Arthur Duke in 2008
As remembered by Martin Corrick in 2009
Doug Jones flying log
Flight 21 March 1963 page 397
CAP 181 Accident to Aircraft 1961 Page 34
CAP 358 Accidents to Aircraft 1970 Page 44
As remembered by Chris Day in 2009
Flight 13 July 1967 page 54
Flight 21 May 1962 page 868
As remembered by Roger Barnett in 2009
As remembered by Ted Chubb in 2009
E mail from HUB library re SBAC loan
As remembered by Barry walker
As remembered by Peter Bray
BGA Register
Quotations for water tanks
Gloucestershire Accidents – R Cawsey
BGC Project File 1 item 8
BGC Project File 1 item 7

165
166

Location
<Min5> 6-17 to 6-18
<Miscellaneous>012
<Miscellaneous>013
<Miscellaneous>016
<Miscellaneous>017
<Miscellaneous>021
<Miscellaneous>031-83
<Miscellaneous>031-94
<Miscellaneous>033
<Miscellaneous>045
<Miscellaneous>108
<Miscellaneous>109
<Miscellaneous>113
<Miscellaneous>116
<Miscellaneous>131
<Miscellaneous>144
<Accidents>1959-7-23
G-AODR
<Accidents at
Nympsfield> 1964-9-2
<BGC Company Docs>C1 68
<BGC Company Docs>C1
76/77
<BGC Company Docs>C1 93
<BGC Company Docs>C1 97

<Flight> 1963 - 0417
<Accidents>
<Accidents>
<Flight> 1967 - 1252
<Flight> 1962 - 0870

<Miscellaneous> 132

<Miscellaneous> 139
<Miscellaneous> 155
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